Focus Your Research Path
Spend more time researching and less time searching with Citation Connections

ProQuest Dissertations & Theses (PQDT) Global is a collection of over 5 million records of which nearly 3 million are full text. Beyond an aggregated international collection, PQDT is a set of tools that provide insights into a connected network of research. Today’s researcher has finite time with an infinite body of knowledge. ProQuest brings more focus to the search process by combining its unique dissertation citation database with knowledge graph technology, delivering only highly relevant, impactful sources, including newspapers, journal articles, dissertations, and more. These new Citation Connections are the next step in the evolution of the ProQuest Platform, moving functionality beyond standard recommender lists and towards technology that delivers more effective, targeted results.

Citation Connections transform each dissertation or thesis into a catalyst for topic-related source collection for all types of users. Dynamic algorithms focus the discovery process on the most relevant and influential works, allowing researchers to find what they need faster.

Graduate students and faculty are expected to be experts in their field, yet to build this knowledge requires a lot of time and effort to identify relevant research among billions of sources.

Undergraduate researchers often discover dissertations on unique, niche topics that do not have sources available elsewhere. With limited information literacy skills, they need guidance to locate relevant and reliable sources that meet their assignment requirements.

Enhancing Every Title
A dedicated ProQuest editorial team reviews every title and applies enhancements to improve discoverability creating a high-quality search experience. They enhance keywords, align to subject categories, include classifications, link to references, and provide DOI links when available. This investment enriches the citation data that is leveraged for Citation Connections, accelerating the discovery journey.

Details
- **Subject**: Energy; Civil engineering; Sustainability
- **Classification**: 0791: Energy; 0542: Civil engineering; 0640: Sustainability
- **Identifier / keyword**: Airport electricity demand; Airport gate electrification; Electrically conductive concrete; Energy efficiency; Heated pavement systems; Paving structural analysis

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.
CITATION CONNECTIONS
A Dynamic Network for Discovery

Dynamic algorithms have been built on ProQuest’s comprehensive citation data. They are developed on a framework that facilitates making connections to reveal insights and help users in their research tasks.

Direct Access to Further Insights

Dissertation citations are extracted, cross-linked, and searchable, offering users a “ready-made” list of sources on a topic through Reference links, Cited by links, and Shared References links. Researchers can quickly build a credible source list targeted to their specific topic.

Learn more at dissertations.com

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.